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Abstract 

Watching sports game is supposed to the right of every human being. When it comes to the 

worldwide competition, a majority of people would choose to be together with their friends or 

family to enjoy the sports media commentary. However, disable people, like visually impaired 

people still have troubles to consuming sports game since their requirement of commentary is 

ignored by a majority commentator. Therefore, this project would focus on exploring the 

experience and opinion of visually blind people. This project conducted a user interview to 

extract the requirements that can improve the experience of visually impaired people to “watch” 

sports game and less ask assistance from their friends or family. At then end, this project would 

provide some suggestions based on user data, which is about how to improve the experience 

of consuming sports commentary for blind people. The other aim of this project is that attract 

more people to pay more attention to the accessibility of a lot of applications or products for 

blind people. 

Key word: visually impaired people, sports commentary, interview, user data, accessibility 
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Introduction 

Due to the development of the television media, like television and internet, more and more 

people pay attention to sports match. Zhilan Yao(2007, P130) claimed that nowadays, 

watching sports match is increasingly popular activity among people, according to the data 

from international Olympic Committee, there are over 10 billion people to watch sports games 

every year during the Olympic Competition. This prosperous phenomenon of sports also 

promotes the development of sports commentary. To watch sports game, sports commentary 

is really important to spectator, especially, who fail to get an opportunity at present in the court 

and standing in front of the television. Because sports commentary can compensate their 

absence of sports court, sports commentary is supposed to provide as many as detailed 

information to spectators, giving them an overall view about what is happening on and around 

the sports court, including introduction of players and coach, clear description of the 

interaction between players and ball, and so on.  

Watching sports game is not only for people to have a time for entertainment, but also a lot of 

people serves it as an opportunity to socialize with friends and family.  

Accessibility of consuming sports game is supposed to the right to enjoy for everyone, but for 

visually impaired people, there are still a lot of difficulties that needed to overcome. To prove 

this, this project conducted a user interview to learn about their experience of consuming sports 

games and used thematic analysis to explore the deeply demand from visually impaired people.  

There are some studies have proved that sports commentary plays an essential role on the 

overall prospective of viewers (Sullivan, D. 1991, p487-504). In the second chapter, there are 

some background materials shown that the development of sports commentary and how it 

effects people to watch sports game. It reveals that, nowadays, sports commentary becomes 

more objective which in order to help commentators to attract more audience to listen or watch 

their commentary show and there a few ways for receiving feedback of their commentary from 

spectators. It means that more and more commentators choose a dramatic way to comment 

sports game and less subjective description provided. 

Whether this commentary style changed has effected the blind people or not and how it impacts 

on them, this area of research has not been studied in depth since I found a few literatures 
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founded in different literature database. Therefore, this phenomenon has inspired me to do 

some such research about it. Hopefully, it can make a lot more people pay attention to improve 

accessibility of disable people in consuming sports commentary. 

Because of the language barrier and the convenience of conducting a user interview, this 

project was completed in China, therefore, all participants are Chinese, it may not completely 

compatible with globally visually impaired people. 

The chapter 4 gives the prospective of Chinese participants about the existing sports 

commentary, including their habits, preference, dissatisfaction, recommendation and so on. 

Their opinions are valuable to this project, since it shows the direction for researcher about 

how to improve the sports commentary is efficient for blind people and it make the suggestion 

of sports commentary more persuasive, which is based on these user data.  

After collecting and analyzing the user data, in chapter 5, there are some solutions to overcome 

the difficulties that visually impaired people may have when they are consuming the sports 

commentary. The solution including two use cases which need to be implemented in the sport 

channel and the recommendation of sports content will be used as a reference that need sports 

commentator to change their commentary strategy which may help blind people to have better 

understanding sports commentary when they listen sports match. 

Aim and object 

The main purpose of this project is to provide some suggestion of sports commentary to sports 

commentator for changing their sports commentary strategy. These suggestions are about how 

to improve the experience of consuming sports commentary for blind people.  

To achieve this goal, there are some steps applied in this project. Firstly, this project conducted 

a user interview which invited 15 visually impaired participants to get their feeling and thought 

of the existing sports commentary. Secondly, the project used thematic method to analyze the 

description provided by participants and convert them into bullet point. Finally, based on these 

bullet points to accomplish sports commentary suggestion. 
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Literature Review 

In terms of related research, a huge amount of previous researches and projects in this area 

which is related to this project has been reviewed. At the very beginning of the project, the 

previous articles of sports media broadcast would be the grounding for me to know the 

importance of this project for blind and visually impaired people, in particular and the extent 

of difficulties in getting help to access it. And then commentary would be the grounding for 

me to learn about the development of sports commentary and how it effects view and 

experience of blind people.  

The importance of Sports Media Broadcast and the difficulties for blind people 

In China, Sports Media Broadcast has been developing for 40 years, and it started from Year 

1958. However, according to the data from China Central Television, a majority of Chinese 

people has access to Sports Media Broadcast is recent 20 years.  

Nowadays, Sports Media Broadcast has been increasingly popular in China, even the whole 

world, we can notice this phenomenon from Year 2021 which is a year with two giant 

international sport contests, one is Olympic Game of TOKYO 2020, and the other is European 

Cup. People not only talk about them in the real world, like pub, but also in the social media, 

like Facebook and Instagram. People learn about sport information mainly from Sports Media 

Broadcast. SMB gives an opportunity to audience know what is happening in the court so that 

audience from every part of the world can be related to watch a same contest at same time. 

SMB plays an essential role in human community.  

According to Gantz, W( 1981 P263-275), the way of consuming SMB are various, such as 

television, radio, sports website and social media. Alguacil,Msaid(2018, P1256-1264) that the 

most preferable way of presenting sports content among majority of people is still the 

television. That is because the original and popular form of broadcasting sports game is 

through television, people are used to watch sports games in front of TV with sports 

commentary of professional commentator. Watching sports contest together provide an easier 

and efficient method for people to social interaction due to their communal experience based 

on sports games. This social interaction not only with friends but also with family members.  
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From the previous research from ZHILAN YAO(2007, P130) and PENG FU(2017,P101-102), 

entertainment is main function of SMB that is because the commentator’s unique interpretation 

of the game and their passionate performances can drive the audience's enthusiasm. However, 

there are a few research or project about whether the commentary is suitable for visually 

impaired people. And most of SMB are designed for sighted people by default. There were 16 

countries took part in Paralympic Games, but nowadays, there were 161 countries, which 

means more and more countries pay attention to activity of disability people. 

From Makoto Kobayashi1, Yoshiki Fukunaga1, and Shigenobu Shimada2(2018, P23-27), 

visually impaired and blind soccer game has been catching more attention from public in the 

area of Para sports, such as International Blind Sports Federation is the one who is responsible 

to host Word-wide championship, and these sports contest are reported by sports channel of 

website and television. According to data published by the WHO in 2019, at least 2.2 billion 

people worldwide have a visual impairment or experience blindness. However, the percentage 

of blind and visually impaired audience is rather low, not no more than 20% of sighted normal 

people. Consuming SMB is supposed to the right of every human being to gain pleasure, 

relaxation, and the opportunity to socialize with their friends and their family members as well, 

however there is still a minority group in society are ignored by government and research, that 

is the blind and visually impaired people. They are still struggling with some trouble to 

understand sports commentary. Through searching related works and paper and project about 

assistive technology for blind people to help them understanding sport commentary, there are 

little few in this project. Therefore, this project will conduct a user interview to explore the 

requirements from visually impaired people about consuming SMB and try to find out a better 

way for visually impaired people to have a better experience to consume sports commentary.  

The development of sports commentary 

Since television has been becoming an essential and common way for in the daily life of people 

to know everything happening in the world, people are used to gain information of sports 

contest through TV, therefore, commentator plays an important role in conveying information 

to people who cannot be able to attend the arena. 
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The aim of commentator is to aid audience know what is going on of the game and also provide 

entertainment value. There are two classes of commentary in the existing sports broadcast.  

There are two styles of commentator, one is play-by-play commentry and the other is color 

commentary. According to the research of Morris & Nydahl(1983, P195-202), commentator 

usually broadcast process of sports contest in a traditional way which is the play-by-play type. 

Play-by-play is a description narrative modes, which means describe thing with objective, 

judgmental and historical to provide information of sports contest. To summarize, this mode 

require commentator to extend some information which camera cannot catch the event 

happening in the stadium and also need to objectively describe the image from camera.  

But at most of time, narration is more subjective and this is the color type of commentary. Due 

to every commentator has their own prospective of sports contests so they would use different 

ways to broadcast the play game. And in the purpose of catching more attention from audiences 

and give people deeper impression, commentators will use color style to make commentary 

more dramatic to achieve some commercial goals, such as Advertisements. Some 

commentators will highlight event and specific action with special tone to amuse audiences. 

And the other commentators usually deliberately enhance the conflict and contradiction 

between plays and teams. It has been approved that this type of commentary may confuse 

audience. 

However, these two ways are usually combined in commentary with a same sport game. In 

other words, they excess right to provide definition of the performance and behavior of player 

and what happening in the stadium. From the work of Hastorf&Cantril(1954, P129-134), 

Manipulation of audience view of player and sports contest is easy to achiever so that they can 

easily shape the perceptions of audience who stand in front of the television. About this point 

is supported by Sullivan, broadcast commentators have tremendous impact on view’s 

understanding when it comes to choose the way they comment on a game and when they 

emphasize their preferable messages of sports contest. According to the report of Greg Lee 

and Vadim Bulitko，Elliot Ludvig(2015,P32-37), the viewing experience of same sports 

contest is different from the commentary from different sports tv channel, and also different 

commentator. 
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What have been discussed and researched above, it is not difficult to draw a conclusion that 

the viewing experience of audience is mainly based on the commentary instead of the sport 

contest itself, as a consequently, commentary can change viewer perception of play game, 

although sighted audience can watch television without any barriers. Even so, the existing 

commentary are mainly designed for normal sighted people. 

However, blind and visually impaired people may have no opportunity to watch a real game 

through television, all information would depend on their hearing, which is means that the 

whole impression of every single sports games are totally based on commentary if they choose 

to listen the sport commentary by themselves without any help of explanation of their friends 

and family members.  

Although, there are some many studies have found out that the impact of existing commentary 

for sighted people, there are a little research about the influence of blind and visually impaired 

people. But there are more than 2.2 billion people are still suffering low vision and totally 

blind, they still have expectation of consuming SMB to relaxes themselves and watching sports 

games with their friends and family member.  

According to the Joshua S. Robare(2011,P556-577), most of visually impaired people are 

isolated themselves, due to the accessibility of many products in the life, they cannot use them 

as a normal sighted people and at most of time, they need assistant from their family members, 

but it is very psychological reason, at the same time, they want to less bother other people in 

the life. 30% of visually impaired people choose to stay at home (Secretariat of Alliance for 

China Information Alliance, 2016). 

As a consequent, they choose to isolate themselves instead of asking for help from people, 

especially, in some developing country, the service of blind community is not enough.  

After reading many previous studies, this project will try to fill out the gap of sports 

commentary, and the first step would be find out the requirement of visually impaired people 

for SMB and have their opinion and experience detail of the existing sports commentary would 

the main action in this project 

So, there are two research question that need to be answered within this project. 

RQ1: How does the existing commentary of sport game impact visually impaired people’s 
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experience of SMB. 

The existing technology that help visually impaired people to consume sports 

commentary 

The terminology of ‘ assistive technology ’ refer to any product that can help a disability, such 

as low vision and blind people, hearing loss and so on. This technology can help people to 

improve the experience of their life, for example, to help disable people to know what is 

happening around them.  

There are 3 main ways of assistive technology for visually impaired people, they are Video 

description, image magnification and touch gesture. 

Hearing functionality and voice product are regard as more important feature for blind and 

visually impaired people. This point was supported by the experiment of Rafal Mlynski, Emil 

Kozlowski and Jan Adamczyk(2021, P1-13) which contained 100 participants to draw this 

answer.  

According to the paper of Joshua S. Robare(2011,P556-577), compare to closed caption which 

is an assistive technology of hearing loss, the video description has existed later than it. Video 

description was created and provide it to blind people in 1990 by WGHB in Boston. FCC 

defines video description which is “audio-narrted description of a television program’s key 

visual elements”.   

Video description only has been developed 30 years, but this method has been used for a long 

time. Making a video description is rather complicated than closed caption which is a way to 

help people with hearing loss to watch television, because it needs to involve much more steps 

than closed caption.  

As for closed caption, just need a staff to produce the caption following the commentary and 

this job has been becoming easier, since the development of artificial intelligent, machine can 

automatically produce the commentary when it catches the voice. But to produce a clip of 

video description need more than two staff to finish, for example, there are 3 man to produce 

a video description, they are A, B. C respectively. A is responsible to watch TV and write down 

the important elements and factors, and then change into a text and needs to turn elements into 
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a script. B have to put every script in to the video due to make the whole process more naturally. 

C check the text and the sound for clarity and continuity in a proper style. It is not doubt that 

the cost of producing video description is rather high. According to the investigation of Joshua 

S. Robare(2011,P556-577), it costs range from 8000 dollars to 12000 dollars for two hours 

film, and for the length of 4 hours film, the cost is about 3400.108 dollars. Due the high cost, 

only a little television shows have turned into video descriptions at present.  

About audio description is a more mature and more common product which design for visually 

impaired people. Basing on the original voice of films, it needs a host or commentator to 

provide more comprehensive content of film to people with visually impaired, such as 

locations, actions, facial expression, gestures and context of every screen.  

From the result of Daniel Costa and Carlors Duarte(2016,P197-214), low vision and blind 

people find audio description more accessible and more comfortable to watch television by a 

program host or announcer explaining what is happening on the screen which is silent image. 

Audio description is applied in many commercial way, like films and screen reader, however, 

about the research or studies of audio description in sports filed are a little. To learn about the 

opinion of commentary will be the one of the research questions in this project: 

RQ2: What is opinion of audio description combine with sports commentary when it comes to 

assist blind people to consume sports match? 

The second method to help blind people to “watch” television is about the research of Russell 

L Woods and PremNandhini Satgunam(2011,P258-274), actually, the easier way that low 

vision people use to assist to watch television is image magnification. There are 3 ways of 

enhancing image. A general method to achieve this result is to choose a closer seat or purchase 

a bigger size TV screen. It is rejected by other normal sighted people who watch television 

with visually impaired people, this is because sitting closer to screen is hard to avoid blocking 

a part of screen, which will disturb viewing experience of other people. And it does not work 

with people who is blind. The limitation for buying a larger size TV screen it that It is not 

affordable for every low vision people, and a larger screen help nothing with a blind people. 

And some visually impaired people use head-and spectacle-mounted telescopes, due to the 

peripheral pars of the screen is not visible, the user will get lost for the context being lost. 
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Some people with vision impairment are pleased to use these 3 methods of image enhancement 

to help them to watch TV, but these 3 approaches would have a negative impact on other people 

who watch television at the same time.  

As we have discussed above, the main function of consuming television for visually impaired 

people is to socialize with their friends and family member, but enhancement image cannot 

achieve this goal. Thus so far, above three ways are not has been accepted by majority of 

visually impaired people.  

The last method is more modern approaches which is augmenting technique to enhance the 

content of the screen. This article is focus on the accessibility of sports media broadcast, 

therefore the augmented technique which is applied in the field of sports would be the only 

and most important object. As far as the present research, this kind of technique is scarce, only 

a little works and neither of one has been applied on the market for visually impaired people.  

There are two system of augmented enhancement of experience of sports match that have been 

discovered.  

The first one is Quasi-Zenith Satellites system which is the research of Makoto Professor(P23-

27). Quasi-Zenith Satellites was a football play-by-play system for low vision and blind 

spectators. This system needs people with visual impairment to interact with a e-broad by their 

fingers. The principle of the e-broad is that every changes, such as position of sports player, 

the broad will tremble the specific position to make people with visually impaired know what 

is happening on the court. It contains an input method and output method. The input method 

is to correctly catch the position of player, and the output is to provide the information with a 

synthesized voice and refreshable display of e-broad to the visually impaired spectator. 

Indeed, this system give some important elements of sports match for blind people, however, 

it misses out other important information of sports match, like the position of ball.  

And another system of augmented technique was develop by Goncu and Finnegan(2019), 

which is a system combined audio description and 3D audio. The Principle of this system is 

based on tennis match. It divides tennis courts into two equal parts of 9 cells. The system make 

spectator feel like sitting down before the court and rendered 3D audio from the perspective 

of the video camera capturing the screen, and at the same time, spectator need to wear a 
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headphone, the system will track the position of ball and then render into audio description 

which describe the locations of ball bounces and provide it to user. After evaluation of fourteen 

blind participants, although, it improves the shortcoming of radio commentary, for example, 

blind spectator cannot compressively understand what is happening in the match and the high 

speed speech of ball position is also difficult for blind people to track. However, most of 

participants feel the 3D audio is the least experience compared with radio commentary and 

single audio description. The most likely reason of it is that participants are unfamiliar with 

this system, they need time to train, at the very beginning of using this system, it is hard to 

localize the position of ball followed the 3D audio and is also easy to distract them form 

commentary.  

So far, this system remains in a prototype phrase and not really being applied in the lives of 

visually impaired people. Result from their user evaluation of this system, it shows that radio 

commentary is still the most prefer for blind and visually impaired people.  

Above all the related previous work, I draw a conclusion that majority of people think SMB is 

very important for their daily life for socializing with friends and family and entertainment.  

Although, there are some augmented techniques which are used to enforce the watching 

experience for blind people, so far, it is not enough mature to overcome some obstacles of 

existing SMB for visually impaired people, in other words, it is not efficient for them to 

consume SMB, their preference of watching sports match is still commentary from television 

and watch sport game with their friends and family. But there are some clues of the existing 

commentary complained from some blind people in previous investigation, such as lack of 

timeliness, human commentator error, bias and irrelevant chat, and lack of some extra 

information that blind people want to know. Therefore, this project will focus on the 

requirement of blind and visually impaired people about the existing sports commentary and 

to learn about their experience. 

At the end of this project, I will try to provide an insight of suggesting guidance which is used 

by sports commentator and hope it can help blind people to consume SMB in a better way.  
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Methodology 

Research Approach 

This project is mainly based on the experience of blind people of consuming SMB via 

interview, in other words, this project is qualitative research. 

Inductive approach is the main research approach in this project. The reason why chose this 

approach is that blind and visually impaired people is a special group in society. Common 

deductive approach, such as questionnaire, it is more difficult to be completed by visually 

impaired people than normal people, due to the accessibility of these tools, especially in China, 

while the law and infrastructure are not developed as developed western countries. Most of 

them have no idea of using social media to access to the questionnaire, even researcher can 

send link to them by email, they still find it difficult to open, to fill out options of every question. 

There is one thing that have to be mentioned, the project was studied in China, according to 

the blind people community of China, there are less than 12% blind people can use social 

media and internet as normal people, many applications are lack of functionality which is 

suitable for blind people, in other words, blind people can control the application with voice 

instead of their fingers. Therefore, this project chose inductive approach instead of deductive 

approach to analyze, although deductive approach can get more data than inductive approach.  

As for collecting data of living experience of blind people, different people have different 

opinions about this world, even talking about the same thing, there are still existing different 

thoughts. If this project is aim to get more content that can closer to true experience of blind 

people, the method of open question would be the better approach to gain more details of them. 

As a result, we choose to recruit 15 participants who is visually impaired and blind and then 

interview with them person to person. 

Before the interview, research team arranged participants to watch a game show which is no 

less than 30 minutes with one observer of research team. There are two reason to set up this 

part. Firstly, observer acted as friend or family member of every participant, they will provide 

any help from participants and then recorder how many times of help that participants asked. 

This data reflects the real reflection from blind people about existing SMB, and initially show 
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the extent of requirement of bespoke SMB commentary from blind people. Secondly, some 

participants have not seen sports match more than 1 month so that they may forget some 

experiences that may have a negative impact on exploring the detail of their experience, in 

other words, this part is to get more real and instant  

After observer and participants watching a sports game about 30 minutes, research team have 

prepared a questionnaire list to have an interviewed with participants. After the interview, that 

research team have collected the data and details of blind people’s perspective of consuming 

SMB. These data have been used as a sample data of this project. These data will be analyzed 

the problems and difficulties that blind people will be encountered when they are listenning 

SMB. These problems have been gathered in order to induce some suggestion or guidance that 

may help blind people have a better way of consuming SMB to commentators to care more 

about the requirement of blind people and have a references of how to adjust their commentary 

strategies in the future. 

Research Method 

This project chose thematic analysis as the main research method. Thematic is a way to analyze 

qualitative data, such as interview description. According to the introduction of thematic 

analysis from Professor Bran and Clarkes, thematic analysis is a basic method for qualitative 

analysis, due to the important skill of it, it can be used to encode many different forms of 

qualitative data (Braun and Clarke 2006). And they also mentioned that in a data set, thematic 

analysis can be used to identify, analyze, organize, describe and report themes. Boyatzis (1998) 

also claimed that thematic analysis is a translator of communication with participants, enabling 

researcher to encode the interview transcription into different theme and then extract the more 

valuable information of the qualitative research. There are 6 phases of thematic analysis, they 

are familiarizing with data, generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes, 

defining and naming themes, the final step is to produce the report. As below, I will explain 

the reason why I chose thematic analysis as the core method of this project and how I apply it 

to my project.  

The reason that this project choose thematic analysis is that this project is a qualitative research 
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which is involved with interview. For the content of interview, it pays more attention on 

learning about and gaining more information about the experience and details of visually 

impaired people when they are listening to SMB.  

In this process, there are two types of data that were collected in the project. The first data is 

interview transcript which was generated from the interview with participants and the second 

data is to record the times that blind people asked help from observer for explain what is 

happening in the sports match. For the interview transcripts, the amount time of interview is 

more than 225 minutes was record, and these interview recordings are needed to be encoded 

and analyzed as a data set, therefore,  thematic analysis is more suitable than other analyzed 

method in terms of this project. This project will use thematic analysis to translate the text of 

recordings from participants.  

Phase 1: Familiarizing with the data 

In this phase, I needed to have a general understanding of the overall data before I could start 

to analyse it, so I did a preliminary collation of the interview data. 

All data was generated during the interviews, which lasted 15 minutes per interviewer, with 

15 interviews and 15 relevant questions to be answered by each interviewer. 

At the end of the interviews, all the raw data was 15 recording from interviewee, they were 

edited as text description and arranged into an Excel spreadsheet which is the data management 

tool.  

Phase 2: Generating Initial Codes 

This stage involved coding the raw data. During this coding process, I went back through the 

entire interview data extraction several times, categorised the interview data and created a label 

to group similar characteristics of the interview data. In the following interview text extraction, 

I extracted a number of similar and representative responses in the order of each question as 

my basis for coding. Table 1 is the first coding version. 

Interview extract code 

“I usually watch sports match on TV, ”I prefer to The method of listening sports games: 
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watch games by livestreaming”, “ television and 

internet app, such as TENCENT, are the way I 

can listen sport competition”  

 Television 

 Internet application 

 TV livestreaming 

“August 2021 Tokoya Olympic Volleyball match, 

I remembered it was Japan VS China””2021 

FIVB Volleyball Women's Nations League, it was 

Russia VS China”” 2021 FIVB Volleyball 

Women's Nations League on May, it was China 

VS US”  

Their knowledge about the latest competition:  

 2021 Tokoya Olympic Volleyball 

 2021 FIVB Volleyball Women's Nations 

League 

 Russia VS China 

 China VS US 

“a, no introduction of match venue”, ”b, no 

introduction of player”, ”f, no description of the 

tracks of player, and the interaction between 

players”, “d, many commentator forget to update 

the latest score”, “g, no description of the location 

of ball, like out of line”, “ f, no explanation of 

game terminology” 

Most cared but easy to miss out: 

 Introduction of match venue 

 Introduction of player 

 Description of the movement of player 

 The latest score 

 Interaction between players 

 Key location of ball 

 Game terminology 

“my best friend”, “my mother”, “ usually watch 

with family”, “my sister and mother”, “my 

father” 

Watching game with someone: 

 Friend 

 Family 

“ He introduced volleyball to me, and explain 

what is happening and things related to game, 

such as match venue, the key location of ball, who 

catch the ball, the highest scores of player”, 

“ mother is a fan of volleyball, her existing 

emotion makes me feeling in the live and she 

introduced me her favorite coach and player”, 

“Sometimes, I don’t know what is happening in 

the match, and they know the match date and 

 Reasons of watch game with company: 

 Introduction 

 Explanation 

 Related things 

 Good emotion/feeling 

 Gather with family/friends 
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match channel on the television program”, “in 

order to spend more time with them”, “ answer 

my confusion about the match”, “tell me about 

the competition lineup and new player”, “make 

me happy to watch with my friends”, “explain the 

muted image to me” “help me to open the internet 

application to watch” 

“ only watch volleyball game because my friends 

and family only watch volleyball either. As for 

other sports game, no one introduce to me, it is 

difficult to understand all contest rule”, 

“commentary of basketball is better than 

volleyball, I ask less for others when I listen the 

basketball match, most of basketball 

commentator can give me a clear sight of key 

event”, “except for volleyball game, I know a few 

about other types of sport”, “no preference”, “ I 

like the commentator on the internet program 

more than television program.” 

The preference for sport commentary: 

 Only watch volleyball 

 No introduction of other sports 

 No introduction of contest rule 

 Basketball commentary contains more 

details 

 No preference 

 Internet program/applicaition 

 

“Yes, for example the last time, the commentator 

said the player apply ‘backward flight’strategy 

and haven’t explained the word, I don’t 

understand at that time”, “ the interaction 

between ball and player”, “ the track of ball”, 

“ Last time I watched VNL, the score is 23 VS 17, 

I heard that people were cheering together, but I 

have no idea about what is happening, 15 minutes 

later, the commentator began to introduce Russia 

player”, “The commentator said ‘It is awesome’, 

 Care but ignored by commentator: 

 Strategy without explaining 

 Interaction between ball and player 

 The movement of ball 

 Cheering moment 

 Subjective description 

 Position of player 

 The player who began the first shot 

 Special reaction of coach 

 Update the latest score 
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I really want to know the performance of player 

with more detailed description”, “ most 

commentator do not provide details about the 

position of player and the movement of ball”, “ I 

want to know the player who began the first shot 

so that I can locate the situation of sports games”, 

“ I want to the special reaction of coach when 

there is a big gap in the match score”, “ most 

commentator do not update the latest score every 

time.”,“ I want to know the evaluation of 

outstanding players from commentator” 

 Evaluation of outstanding players 

 

“usually watch a traditional way”, “watching 

with family by TV. As to internet app, I don’t how 

to find the sports program on the internet”, “ So 

complicated to watch on the internet”, “I like 

watching the internet application, I can choose 

different commentator”, “prefer the internet 

application, I can watch replay if I missed the 

match”, “prefer the internet application, I can talk 

to commentator at the same time if I have any 

confusion”, “ TV sports program is more simpler 

to watch” 

The better way to listen sports commentary: 

 Traditional way 

 Internet application 

 Replay the match 

 Talk to commentator 

“Commentator do not introduce player at the 

beginning of match, but I really want to know”, 

“Usually commentator do not update the latest 

score on time”, “Sometimes, commentator said 

something is nothing to do with the match, more 

about the evaluation of specific player but ignore 

to description the match”, “ Commentator talk 

Dissatisfaction of the existing sports 

commentary: 

 No introduction of player 

 Do not update the latest score 

 Commentator ignores match detail 

 Do not understand terminology 

 Description without ball movement 
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about something else rather to describe the match 

itself”, “ I do not understand a lot of terminology 

of volleyball, like back pass”, “ Mostly, 

commentator do not describe the track of ball”, 

“Hearing a long time of the sound of ball and the 

running of player, and the whistle, finally the 

commentator said “ Awesome”, “ Commentator 

usually use short terms to summarize a period of 

match instead of match detail”, “Some 

evaluations of match or player are subjective, not 

specific and lack of image sense”, “a lot of 

commentators do not mentioned which team or 

who give the shot at the beginning”, “Muted 

screening last more than 5 second but without any 

commentary” 

 Using short terms to summarize the match 

 Lack of specific detail 

 Not mention the beginner of player 

 Long muted screening 

 

“ I want to know about the match 

venue”, ”Hoping some introduction about the 

match player, especially the new face, and team 

coach”, “I want to know the terminology of 

volleyball”, “ it would be better if commentator 

can tell me about the previous of each match 

team”, “ the coach of each team and the 

introduction of player”, “except for the match 

itself, i also want to learn about other interest 

things happing in the match, like when ball hits 

the judge, the reaction of spectators, coach and 

players”, “ summarize the total score of each 

player in the end”, “ the emotion and reaction of 

coach and player when their team lose score”, 

The things that want to know more about. 

 Match venue 

 Match player 

 Volley terminology 

 Previous situation of each match 

 Coach  

 Interesting things about the match and player 

 The reaction of spectators, coach and players 

 Summary of player progress 

 Outstanding player and coach 

 Overview evaluation of whole match 
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“introduce the outstanding player and his/her 

score”, “Commentator can provide an overview 

evaluation about every team at the end of match” 

“There is a time, when commentator was still talk 

about the features of Asian team, then I heard a 

whistle from judge, I know one of team got a 

score, but I have no idea of which team, and then 

second whistle appeared, commentator still have 

not tell which team got the score. After I asked 

mother, I know the first score is Chinese team, the 

second score is Japanese team”, “Mainly about 

the latest score, after a long while of whistle, 

commentator updates the score”, “No sound 

hearing of match, later, I know it is the half-time 

break”, “One time, commentator said Russia 

team is good at adopt ‘front position strategy’, 

after 5 minutes, this strategy means player hit the 

ball to fall down near the ball nets”, “After 

Chinese team got a score, the music was on, then 

I heard a voice from the coach of Russia team, 

then I knew Russia team require a pause.”, 

“Mainly, the terminology, like ‘In-boundary Long 

Lines’, I understand this word after I heard two 

times.”, “The commentator said volleyball match 

also has television language, this data shows the 

achievement of the player, after 15 second, I 

realize it may shows the match achievement of 

specific player on the screen, but I knew nothing 

about the data at that time”, “Commentator called 

The content that needs time to retrospect: 

 No explanation of whistles 

 No update scores every time 

 No introduction of break time 

 Terminology — Front Position Strategy 

 Terminology — In-boundary Long Lines 

 No explanation of data shown on the screen 

 The emotional screaming of the name of one 

player without any other detail 
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the name of player so loudly, after a while, I knew 

may be this player got the score.”,  

“Yes, I usually use AD application to entertain, 

when I finish my work, I will open an application 

named  ‘Cloud Voice’,  some shows are similar 

to the television program. The most favorite one 

is talk show, the host is very humor.”, “I am using 

“ Getting to know’ to listen and learn about new 

knowledge”, “ I uses an AD application named ’ 

Himalaya’ to listen TV drama.” 

The degree that blind people use AD application 

to listen things: 

 For entertainment 

 AD application provides similar content with 

television 

 Humor talk show 

 Learn new knowledge 

 TV drama 

“ I want to know clearly about the key events, like 

who catch the ball or who get the point”, “The 

most I wish is that commentator can update the 

score once player get the point.”, “ I want the 

application can lessen the time of muted time, add 

more description of the match process”, “the 

accent of commentator is not that strong”, “this 

application can provide knowledge about match 

or sports.”, “I hope this application can provide a 

functionality that can broadcast the latest score”, 

“add a feedback method then I can communicate 

some confusion of match with commentator”, “a 

rate system that audience can mark them ”, “ can 

be opened and used by voice control.”, “ If player 

introduction is not a necessary part for 

commentator, then I want this application can be 

equipped with this functionality that introduction 

player and coach before the match begin” 

The expectation of developed application for 

them to consume SMB: 

 Description of key event  

 Update the score  

 Lessen muted screening  

 Commentator with light accent 

 Knowledge of match/sports 

 Broadcast the latest score 

 Feedback method 

 A rate system 

 Voice control 

 Introduction of player and coach 

Table-1 
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Phase Three & Four: Searching & Reviewing Themes 

The data of second phase has been gathered and initially coded as a data set. This data set has 

been developed with a list of different codes. According to the paper of Branun&Clarke, this 

phase involves sorting and collating all the potentially related coded data extracts into themes. 

As for the concept of theme, DeSantis and Ugarriza(2000) gave the following definition:” A 

theme is an abstract entity that brings meaning and identity to a recurrent experience and its 

variant manifestations. As such, a theme captures and unifies the nature or basis of the 

experience into a meaningful whole”.  

The Table shown below contains codes which is the left side, and themes which are extracted 

from relevant codes is the right side. Theme are considered to extracts the relevant code and 

unify the basis of meaning of every code. Due to the limitation of words of dissertation, this 

section is combined with phase four. This phase require researcher to review the themes which 

is extracted through a list of data set, whether the theme has been appeared to show a related 

pattern. There are several reasons that may cause the list of theme and code changed. A related 

issue in the original data have not been covered by an existing code, then a new code may be 

added. And a code is unnecessary to use or it significantly overlays with other codes, then it 

may be removed from the list of code list. And there are also some reasons that may lead to 

theme changed. The data are not enough to support the theme or data are too diverse to be 

summarized as one theme. Then some theme may need to blend with each other while other 

theme may need to be rearranged into individual themes. Three and four phase would be 

completed until the theme meaningfully cohere coded data with a clear and identifiable 

distinction between themes(Braun&Clarke,2006) 

The table-2 is the final version of the theme set.  

code theme 

 Television 

 Internet application 

 TV livestreaming 

The method of consuming sports games 

 2021 Tokoya Olympic Volleyball The knowledge about the recent competition 
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 2021 FIVB Volleyball Women's Nations 

League 

 Russia VS China 

 China VS US 

 Introduction of match venue 

 Introduction of player 

 Description of the movement of player 

 The latest score 

 Interaction between players 

 Key location of ball 

 Game terminology 

Cared issue but ignored by commentator 

 Friend 

 Family 

Watching company 

 Introduction 

 Explanation 

 Related things 

 Good emotion/feeling 

 Gather with family/friends 

 

The reason that participant need a company 

 Only watch volleyball 

 No introduction of other sports 

 No introduction of contest rule 

 Basketball commentary contains more 

details 

 No preference 

 Internet program/application 

 

The preference of specific sport commentary 

 Strategy without explaining 

 Interaction between ball and player 

cared issue but ignored by commentator 
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 The movement of ball 

 Cheering moment 

 Subjective description 

 Position of player 

 The player who began the first shot 

 Special reaction of coach 

 Update the latest score 

 Evaluation of outstanding players 

 

 Traditional way 

 Internet application 

 Replay the match 

 Talk to commentator 

The method of consuming sports games 

 No introduction of player 

 Do not update the latest score 

 Commentator ignores match detail 

 Do not understand terminology 

 Description without ball movement 

 Using short terms to summarize the match 

 Lack of specific detail 

 Not mention the beginner of player 

 Long muted screening 

 

Cared issue but ignored by commentator 

 Match venue 

 Match player 

 Volley terminology 

 Previous situation of each match 

 Coach  

 Interesting things about the match and player 

The extend knowledge of existing sports 

commentary 
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 The reaction of spectators, coach and players 

 Summary of player progress 

 Outstanding player and coach 

 Overview evaluation of whole match 

The content that needs time to retrospect: 

 No explanation of whistles 

 No update scores every time 

 No introduction of break time 

 Terminology — Front Position Strategy 

 Terminology — In-boundary Long Lines 

 No explanation of data shown on the screen 

 The emotional screaming of the name of one 

player without any other detail 

 

Something dislike of existing sports commentary 

 

 

The degree that blind people use AD application 

to listen things: 

 For entertainment 

 AD application provides similar content with 

television 

 Humor talk show 

 Learn new knowledge 

 TV drama 

the situation of AD application usage from 

participants 

 Description of key event  

 Update the score  

 Lessen muted screening  

 Commentator with light accent 

 Knowledge of match/sports 

 Broadcast the latest score 

 Feedback method 

The expectation of future application for 

improving their experience of consuming SMB. 
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 A rate system 

 Voice control 

 Introduction of player and coach 

Table-2 

Phase Five: Defining and naming Themes 

In the fifth phase, researcher need to decide that each them has covered what aspect of the data 

and also need to explain the covered reason(Braun&Clarke,2006). That is to say in terms of 

every theme, researcher needs to give a distinct definition about what each theme for reader to 

have a clear sense of all themes. King(2004) recommended that before finalizing the theme 

work, the data should be read through and the coding scrutinized at least twice.  

The Table 3 is the finalized version of theme provided the name of theme and a story of name. 

Table-3 

Main theme Subordinated theme Definition 

The preference and habit 

of participants 

The method of consuming sports 

games 

This theme is about the method 

that participants use to listen sport 

games 

The knowledge about the recent 

competition 

This theme mainly reflects the 

extent to participants are 

concerned about recent sport 

competition.  

Cared issue in SMB This theme is about the issue that 

is selected by participants, which 

they think it should be contained 

in SMB. 

The preference of specific sport 

commentary or commentator 

This theme focuses on the extent 

to which participants perceive and 

prefer different styles and different 

sports of commentary 
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The experience details of 

consuming SMB 

Cared issue but ignored by 

commentator 

This theme is about the issue that 

participants care but easy to be 

ignored or missed out by 

commentator. It contains three 

types of data. The First type is 

participants pick the options 

provided in the interview 

questions. The second type is the 

complaint with existing 

commentary from participants.  

Watching company This theme is about the people 

who accompany the participants to 

watch the program 

The reason that participant need a 

company 

This theme is the reason why 

participants need a company to 

listen the sports game 

The expectation and 

requirement of improving 

experience of consuming 

SMB 

The extend knowledge of existing 

sport commentary 

This theme is want to collect 

something that participants want 

to know or learn about, except for 

the commentary of the 

competition process 

The expectation of future 

application for consuming SMB 

This theme is about what kind of 

functionality and requirements for 

them to listen sports game. 

the situation of AD application 

usage from participants 

This theme focuses on the extent 

to which participants use the AD 

application 
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Research design 

The aim of this project was to enhance the experience of consuming sports game for blind 

people. The main method of achieving this purpuse in this project was to provide a practical 

and constructive conclusion to the sports commentator, in the hope that sports commentators 

could adapt their commentary strategies with the reference of the conclusion of this project 

and have the perspective of visually impaired people to improve the experience of consuming 

sports game.  

This project focus on the volleyball match to interview with participants. The reason that chose 

volleyball was that in the process of inviting participants, researcher have visited five blind 

communities in China and a total of 55 blind people have been consulted with some initial 

problems, such as ‘What sports games do you usually watch? In order to know the popularity 

of the specific sports and then to choose the most popular sports to study. There are 43 

participants   having a habit of listening sports match, and 88% of the blind people who 

watch volleyball. In order to categorise the content of the interviews and draw conclusions 

more easily, therefore volleyball match was chose to interview with participants in this project. 

The research for this project was divided into two main parts to identify the extent to which 

blind people wanted to enhance their viewing experience of sports match and to collects data 

of the thoughts and experiences of blind people. 

The first part is the observation and assistance phase. Before to the interview with participants, 

the research team invited the participants to watch/listen a volleyball match with an observer 

for approximately 30 minutes, who acted as a friend or family member throughout the match 

to answer any questions that participants might have. There are two purpose of this session. 

Firstly, to record the total times that each participant asks the observer, that is to learn about 

the extent of need of visually impaired people for assistance, in other words, it reflects that 

whether the existing sports commentary need to be adapted in terms of the requirement of 

blind people. Secondly, it was worried that some participants may have not watched volleyball 

sports for a long time. Therefore, this also to refresh their memories of the experience of 

listening sports games so that to ensure the interview questions would get more details from 

participants.  
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The second part of this project design is to have an interview with participants  

Each participant was interviewed for approximately 20-30 minutes. In order to avoid the 

participants becoming resistant to the interview process, the questions contained in this 

interview mainly followed a slow shift from shallow to deep, from closed questions to open 

questions. The interview consisted of 3 parts. The first part was a closed question, being the 

first to the fourth question, to find out how much the interviewer was concerned about the 

recent sports game and  pointed out they were concerned about in the sports game from the 

options given in the questions, respectively. The second part is open-ended, questions fifth to 

thirteenth, which are designed to uncover details from the participants' real-life experiences of 

consuming the current volleyball match games. The third part, also open-ended, questions 14th 

to 15th, focused on understanding the direction in which the participants expected the match 

sports game to improve. 

Sample 

There are several standard to recruit participants. Firstly, they must be visually impaired 

because blind and visually impaired people are the focused group of this project. The second 

standard is that they have watched sports game within one month in order to dig more detail 

of their experience of consuming sports game. 

The number of interviewee is 15.  

Measurements and Data Analysis 

All data for the study were all derived from the participants during their interviews. These data 

included statistics that participants seek for assistance during the phase of watching sport game 

with observer. These kind of data are used to measure the need for assistance from participants. 

Apart from that, the interview were focused on the detail of experience of participants when 

they listen sports game. All data from interview will be analyzed and summarized in a report 

of recommendations for improving of consuming sports game for blind people, but mainly for 

used by commentators. 

Following the interviews, the data was processed in this project using thematic analysis, and 
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in the next section, how thematic analysis was used to draw conclusions in this project is 

described. 

Results 

In this module, a thematic analysis is used in conjunction with graphs to analyze the evaluation of the current 

sports commentary from participants. This module was analyzed in 3 broad themes. 

The first major theme is the analysis of preferences and habits in consuming sports commentary. 

(Figure-1) 

From Figure-1, we can see that the way in which participants consumed sports commentary only by 

Television was clearly the least popular choice among the participants, There is 20% of participants 

consumes sports commentary only by internet application and website. And Over half of the participants 

chose to watch sports on both TV and online. 

 

20%

73%

6%

THE METHOD OF CONSUMING SMB

Television Television&Internet application Internet application
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(Figure2) 

 

One of the criteria to recruit participants was that participant must have listened more than one match within 

6 months. In order to find out the degree that participants were concerned about the competition, the most 

recent sport games that the participants had listened was record in the interviews. This interview started at 

the beginning of September, and according to the answer of participants, most of them were more concerned 

with the latest competitions. 

 

(Figure3) 

 

The questions in this interview listed a number of content options of the sports commentary and then invited 

participants to select what they thought should be included in the sports commentary. 

When ranked in order of importance by the number of times that were selected by participants, all 
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participants felt that broadcasting latest score immediately, player movement, and key location of the ball 

should be included in the match commentary. Second most important were the introductions of player, match 

strategy and terminology, which were selected by a total of 14 participants. Third in the ranking was the 

introduction of match venue, with 13 people rating this information point as important. Following Ranked 

in order of importance were the preview of the next match, the reaction of the crowd and the progress of the 

match. 

 

(Figure4) 

This interview question on the interviewer's perceived preference for current sports commentary, leading to 

an analysis and a definition of the more satisfactory sports commentary from prospective of visually 

impaired people, which also was useful for the final output of sports commentary recommendations for 

blind people.  

Ten of them preferred online commentary programme, and two participants thought that basketball 

commentary programmes on are better. The common reason for both of these chosen groups is that these 

two kinds of commentary programmes have more details given to audience. For the participants who did 

not have a preference, here is a quote from the most representative original explanation: ""I don't really have 

any other way of getting to know different sports games, I just watch them with my family. " 

These four questions were grouped under one main theme, which is called the preference and habit of 

participants. The analysis focused on the preference of participants that they consume sports commentary. 

From the above data, we can find the following conclusions. 

Firstly, blind people who are more interested in sports game also pay attention to recent sports competitions, 
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Therefore, the suggestion for sports commentary programme that the latest sports games should be taken 

into account the needs of the blind group. 

Secondly, the majority of participants use computers and the internet to consume sports commentary, but 

when it comes to preference of specific sport and sports commentator, more than half of the participants 

would say that the online commentators are better. The reason for this is that they provide more details about 

the matches. In addition to this reason, audience have the opportunity to interact with the commentators on 

the internet, for example, by leaving a text message in the message box or sending a voice message, there 

is a chance that may be answered by the commentator. This is something that is rarely possible on television.  

There are two main reasons appeared: Firstly, in China where television companies are mainly government-

run, many commentators continue to comment in the same old way, apart from that, in China there has been 

a lack of attention to the listening needs of disabled people, so many television commentators have neglected 

to improve their commentary strategies for disabled people consuming sports match. The second reason is 

that the internet has grown considerably in China over the last 10 years, reaching 74% of the country and 

many blind people have become skilled in using internet applications, as we can see from the interviews 

that follow. Internet commentators are active on major live sports sites, such as Penguin Sports, which is an 

internet application developed by TECENT. And a large part of a commentator's salary comes from the 

subscription by people, which means that the more people watch or listen his/her programme the more 

money he can get paid, so he needs to constantly improve his commentary strategy based on comments and 

needs of audiences. 

Thirdly, it was arrived at what a participant thought should be included in a sports commentary programme. 

The second theme was about the details of the experiences of participants when they consuming sports 

programme. This theme contained three sub-ideas, they are: 1. Participants care but is missed out by 

commentator, 2. Dislike something about existing sports commentary, 3. Assistance of explanation from 

accompany and why, respectively.  

All three themes were focused on digging the detail of experience of participants when they consume sports 

commentary and there was a great similarity in their descriptions, so they were categorized under the same 

theme and was made as a data summary below. 
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Table-4 

As we can see from the table-4, the details that participants felt were most lacking in their experience of the 

current sports programme were Movement of ball and player. This keyword was mentioned 48 times in the 

interviews. The Meaning is mainly about which player got the ball, which player scored, who was the begin 

player, the key position of the ball, etc. The need for timely score updates was mentioned 19 times, and 

participants indicated that most commentators would not immediately update the updated scores. 

Regarding to the terminology of sports games, it was mentioned 14 times in this interview, Many 

participants explained that they are really confused with the terminology especially when they heard it for 

the first time and the frequency of using terminology in commentary is really high. There were 13 times of 

mention that majority of commentators uses a more subjective style in commentary, specifically, 

commentators saying irrelevant things when players were passing the ball to each other, and using more 

subjective and brief words to evaluate the performance of the goals. The introduction of players and player 

configurations was mentioned about eight times from participants. Participants express a desire to know 

exactly which players were involved at the beginning of the match, which was also an important point of 

information for them to learn about new things of volleyball, such as new faces, new coaches, etc. Other 

points about what participants felt that the commentary programme is lacking but less frequently mentioned 
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in the interview were that 1. the arrangement of players after the break, 2.the evaluation of the performance 

of players and teams, 3. the issue of too much music in the background. 

Detail item 

expectation of 

commentary 

suggestion of 

improving 

commentary 

SUM 

UP 

Terminology explanation 4 7 11 

Introduction of player 7 1 8 

Immediately update scores  2 5 7 

Feedback channel    5 5 

Introduction of coach 4   4 

Interesting moment(when the 

ball hit the coach or the scores 

gap is a bit of wide, what is the 

reaction of coach and spectator) 4   4 

introduction of match venue 3   3 

Movement of ball and player 1 2 3 

Previous record of each team, 

the important competition 3   3 

Less muted time 1   1 

Voice opening function   1 1 

Table-5 

This is the third major theme in this project which is called the expectation of sports commentary from 

participants. 

From the data of Table-5, it is clear that the majority of participants would like to see some improvements 

to the introduction section in the commentary, like the introduction of sports terminology, sports, coach and 

match venue. This results also identify the statement from Greg Lee and Vadim Bulitko((2015,P32-37), 

the function of commentary for blind people is to learn about more new knowledge about the surrounding. 

After all, about the introduction of sports terminology has been mentioned more than one major theme, the 

improvement of sport commentary should deliberately consider it. And It is also interesting to note that the 

requirement of updating the scores immediately in the sports commentary has been mentioned about 20 

times, this point was need to be consider to be well improve as well.  

Apart from that, under this theme, participants have provided a new insight, which was to include a feedback 

channel in the match commentary programme, where participants would like to interact with commentators, 

so that commentators can make improvements based on participant feedback. For the other suggestions but 

has not been mentioned many times, they are 1. Description of interesting moment; 2. Previous competition 

record of each team; 3. Less muted time; 4. Voice opening function. These are less important factor needed 
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to be improved.  

So far, RQ1 and RQ2 are proved by these user data. They shows the experience of how blind people 

consuming sports commentary and also give the basis of sports commentary suggestion. 

Conclusion 

It is very surprising when the project list has appeared optional project related to the accessibility of visually 

impaired people. In term of accessibility of phone and internet application, the requirement of blind is easier 

neglected than normal people. According to the statistics from Apple, there are 104 applications that are 

specially designed to blind and visually impaired people, however, there are about 2.22 million application 

developed for normal people.  

This project is an opportunity to explore the requirement of visually impaired people, in terms to the 

accessibility of consuming sports game commentary. According to the previous works of background 

material, although there are some relevant studies and project about the accessibility of consuming sports 

games for blind people, a majority of outcomes of these project are mainly about the augmented technology, 

like the a study form Japan, which is still in a preliminary stage and is not a enough project to be used by 

blind people. Blind participants who have took part in the experiment of Cagatay Goncu, Daniel J. Finnegan 

indicated that commentary is the way they are more used to. Therefore, this project is focused on the sports 

commentary. This project conducted an interview to collect the requirement and experience of blind people. 

Achievement and recommendation  

After completing the interview, this project has achieved two types of suggestions that improve accessibility 

of consuming sports commentary for blind people. The One is depended on the application that helps blind 

people to better understand sports commentary. Another way is that provide some suggestion based on the 

requirement of blind people to sports commentator who can use as a reference to improve commentary 

strategy for blind people. 

Below two use case show that there are two functionalities that can be developed in sports channel to 

improve blind people to consume sports commentary.  
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Use case NO.1 shows the functionality that provide a way that blind people learn about the sports 

terminology and commentator improve the readability for visually blind people.  

Detailed Use Case Description of a user requirement 
Use Case No:1 

 

Use Case Name: Providing terminology of sports and 
sports game  

Rating: Essential 

Purpose: To allow visually people learn about the terminology of sports and sports game before they listen sports 
games so that they can better understand the sport commentary. 
 

Main Actor: Visually impaired people Secondary Actor: Sports commentator/editor 
Pre-conditions: The television program is a sports channel. 
Trigger: Visually impaired people opens a sports channel. 
Description 

Main actor: visually impaired people 

1. TV verifies that the user is visually impaired people, if yes, the channel will convert into a specific 
channel which is specially designed for blind people. 

2. TV verifies that the user is need to learn about the terminology of sports and sports games. If yes, then 
move on the step 3. 
If no, enter to the channel to listen the sports commentary directly, this flow this over in this step. 

3. TV verifies that the user wants to learn about the basic terminology or advanced one. 
4. TV enter to the specific channel that user chose, then broadcasting the explanation of terminology. 

Secondary Actor: Sports commentator/editor 
1. TV verifies that the user is commentator. If yes, then enter to the login interface. 
2. TV verifies that the user wants to add content of terminology of sports. If yes, then move on to step 3 

3. Commentator/editor start editing the content of terminology. 
Extensions: 
1. Leave a message by voice to support team if there is no terminology that user wants to know. 
2. Leave a message to support team if the terminology added cannot be uploaded successfully. 
Post-conditions: As long as users open a specific sports channel. 
Author: DAIYI 
ZHUANG 

Date: Approved: Date: Version 
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Use case NO.2 shows the functionality that can broadcast the latest score when the system receives the 

signal from blind people. 

Detailed Use Case Description of a user requirement 
Use Case No:2 

 

Use Case Name: Broadcasting match score Rating: Essential 

Purpose: To allow visually people know the match score at any time 

Main Actor: Visually impaired people Secondary Actor: commentator 
Pre-conditions: The television is opened a sports channel. 
Trigger: Visually impaired people opens a sports channel. 
Description: 
Main actor: visually impaired people 

1. TV verifies that the user is visually impaired people, if yes, the channel will convert into a specific channel 
which is specially designed for blind people.  

2. User press the button for requesting of broadcasting scores 

3. TV system receives the signal from users. 
4. TV system broadcasts the latest match score. 
 

Secondary actor: sports commentator 
1.TV verifies that the user is commentator. If yes, then enter to the login interface. 
2.User update the match score on the backend 

 

Extensions: Leave a message by voice to support team if there is no terminology that user wants to know 

Post-conditions: As long as users watch sports game on TV 

Author: DAIYI 
ZHUANG 

Date: Approved: Date: Version 
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The bullet point of following the table was extracted from the experience of participants when 

they listen sports match, in other words, they are the expectation of participants for improving 

sports commentary. The bullet point is sorted in order of importance to provide commentators 

with a reference to change their commenting strategy. 
 

items    rating 

movement of ball and player 

who catch the ball High 

who get/lost the point High 

who begin the first shot High 

who pass the ball to who High 

the key location of ball High 

Less muted time   High 

Less subjective commentary 

style 

Less  commentary unrelated to the match itself High 

Less subjective word, like awesome High 

explanation of cherry moment   High 

Introduction 

Competition line-up High 

player High 

coach Middle 

recent competition of each team Middle 

outstanding player in that match Middle 

match venue  Middle 

Evaluating performance  
outstanding player Low 

Each team Low 

Coach reaction of the special 

moment 
the interesting moment Low 

the serious moment Low 

 

Deficiencies of the project 

The original plan for this research was to be completed it with my mentor. My responsibility 

is to collect the needs of participants and my mentor will proceed with other work. 

Unfortunately, this original plan has to be suspended. Due to the limitation of my ability,  

with my role being to collect the needs of the blind and my mentor doing some other work, 

but for some reason the project was put on hold and therefore the original plan was affected. 

There were also some obvious shortcomings in this study due to the limitations of my own 

ability. 
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The limitation of participants 

The first is geographical limitation. The original plan for the study on enhancing the experience 

of consuming sports for blind people was to conduct the study with blind people in countries 

where English is the main language spoken. Therefore, in the early stages of the project during 

the recruitment process, attempts were made to post participant recruitment questionnaires on 

Facebook and Twitter, but no response was received. The reasons for this were language 

barriers and inexperience. In order to better reach the blind community, I chose to travel to 

China which is my own country, to recruit participants. Therefore, the findings are based on 

the blind population in China and may not be applicable to a wider context. 

The second aspect is the sample size. At the beginning of the project, a sample size of 15 blind 

people was identified with my supervisor and 15 participants were successfully recruited for 

this study. However, when the final conclusions were reached, the sample size should have 

been expanded to a minimum of 50 participants, but the deadline for the thesis did not allow 

me to re-recruit participants due to time constraints. 

Limitation of my own competence 

The original plan was that after collecting the requirements, a report of the commentary 

recommendations would be conducted and used as a reference to sports commentator. Another 

professor would invite a professional commentator from an Australian Broadcast Company to 

produce a commentary clip based on the commentary reports and then invite the participants 

to test the effectiveness of the bespoke commentary. However, the original project was 

suspended for some reasons. To complete this, I have tried to contact and invite a local Chinese 

sports commentator to participate in the study, asked them to help me produce a professional 

commentary on the sports match, but I did not receive a response from them. I did not have 

the expertise to create a commentary clip for the participants to test whether the commentary 

report would be more effective in improving the experience of consuming sports match. I did 

attempt to create a bespoke sports commentary, as I am not a professional, the Effectiveness 

of the clip was not that desired.  As a result, I stopped testing the clip testing to avoid creating 
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new variables, such as unprofessional commentators. As a result, no further validity testing 

was carried out on the results produced. 

The accessibility of using phone or internet application is supposed to the right of everyone, 

specially, the disable people. This project reveals that the problem of blind people to consume 

sports games. Through this project, I deeply impressed that the requirement of the blind people 

is easily neglected by developer or company who develops a load of internet and mobile 

application. I also realized that as a person who work in information industry should have the 

responsibility to take requirement of disable people into consideration when develop 

application and try to make them use the application as normal people. To achieve this, disable 

people can improve the way that connect to their surroundings and the world. 

This project not only changed my mind of the accessibility of application, but also helped me 

to learn some practical skill. The most important and useful I have learned is to know how to 

conduct a user interview. User interview is a method to get user feedback. At most of time, 

product managers use it to learn about the perceptions of user then user data will be analyzed 

as user requirement to develop and improve application. This aspect of knowledge is valuable 

to me in terms of this project and my future career. 

In order to learn the knowledge of conducting a user interview, I studied some relevant course 

on YOUTUBE. I have joined two courses which are how to design an efficient questionnaire 

and how to conduct a better user interview. I have learned a lot skill about these, for example, 

before the interview, you should get the feedback of interview question, ask as many of the 

interview topic as possible, avoiding leading, close, or vague question and so on. 

But unfortunately, conducting a questionnaire on social media was cancelled at the end, due 

to the few responses. As a result, this project focused on the interview to collect user data. 

There is no doubt that this project has a number of drawbacks. In this project, after collecting 

the user data, it would be better if research team could re-record a sports commentary and 

request the participants to participate in testing the validity of the custom commentary, and 

then refine the commentary report base on the feedback of participants. Then the final version 

would be more convincing than the current one. Although, I have tried to make sports 

commentary clip by myself, it was not professional and beyond my ability. Finally, I eliminated 
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the plan that arrange participants to test the bespoke sports commentary in order to avoid 

further more variables. It also revealed my weaknesses. Firstly, my lack of interpersonal skills 

which I mean that I cannot find a professional sports commentator to help me to make this 

project more comprehensive; secondly, my poor project management skills, such as 

misjudging the scope of recruitment. Initially, the scope of recruiting participants is the area 

where English is the main language, and then sent out questionnaires on the Facebook and 

twitter, but it turned out that it was ineffective. This also resulted in a lot of time being wasted 

and no progress being made on the project. 

After this project, regarding to the weakness and shortcoming, I will seriously learn the lesson 

and improve my ability in order to have a better performance in the future. 
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Appendices 

Interview Question list 

1. How do you normally watch sports?  

<Answer of question 1> 

 

2. When was the last time that you consumed sports media broadcasts? 

<Answer of question 2> 

 

3. What information below is important when you are watching sports? 

a. Introduction of match place (such as stadiums and venues) 

b. The reaction of spectator 

c. Introduction of every player, including their previous performance 

d. The latest scores 

e. Introduction of sports commentator (his name etc.) 

f. The location of player 

g. The location of ball 

h. Keep updating match data within a certain amount of time, even if it is unchanged. 

i. The progress of match, like match time 

j. What game and player strategies are you interested in? 

k. The information of next match 

<Answer of question 3> 

 

4.  Which information above that you regard as important have been provided properly when you are 

listening to sports commentary? And why?  

<Answer of question 4> 

 

5. Who do you watch sports usually with?  and why?  

<Answer of question 5> 

 

6.  Who do you watch sports usually with?  

<Answer of question 6> 

 

7. Which sports type (e.g., team based like football, basketball or 2 players like tennis) has the best 

commentary in your opinion? Why?  

8.  Have you found some information that you really care about but it is usually ignored or hasn't been 

highlighted by commentators? If yes, what kind of information? 

<Answer of question 8> 

9.  Which way would be better for you to listen to sports commentary? traditional radio or internet 

radio? Why?  

<Answer of question 9> 
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10.  So far, what parts don't you like when you are listening to the sport commentary? 

<Answer of question 11> 

 

11.  What information do you want to know more that is not covered in the commentary in order to 

comprehensively understand the whole match?  

<Answer of question 12> 

 

12.  Do you need any assistance from your sighted friend or family to help you explain what is 

happening in the game  when you are listening to sport commentary? If yes, what kind of information? 

<Answer of question 10> 

 

13. In retrospect, how often do you learn about actions and/or events in the game long after they have 

occurred? Can you describe what kind of actions or events that take time to understand? 

<Answer of question 13>  

 

14. Do you have a favorite sports commentator? If Yes, Who? Why? 

<Answer of question 14> 

 

15. Have you used Audio Description? If yes, can you tell me where and how? 

<Answer of question 15> 

 

16.  If there is an application for bespoke sports commentary, what features/functionality would you 

like to have? 

<Answer of question 16> 

 

17.  Would you like to take part in our follow-up study, coz there will be a clip of sports commentary based 

on your suggestion and we need your comment to evaluate it whether it is works for blind people 

<Answer of question 6>  

 

18.  Thanks for the participant and remind them that any opinion can still shared with the research team 

after meeting by email. 
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